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Abstract. The existing image retrieval approaches focus on the behavior of a single user only in each query without considering the correlation of the behaviors of multiple users in performing similar queries. In fact, users would have similar behaviors while they have similar expectations during queries. Accordingly, this paper therefore proposes the interactive image retrieval framework with the Similar Behavior Learning model. The framework consists of two stages. In the first stage, the framework retrieves images with the content-based feature vector as preliminary query result for user selection. In the second stage, the SBL model determines the similarity of the user behavior and annotates label code to the selected images instantly. The images are indexed by label code can be retrieved more efficiently. Meanwhile, the selected images in preliminary result are used as additional information for retrieving better results at the end of the current query. Experiments show the promising results.
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1 Introduction

The information of user behavior is important for image retrieval (IR), which can help the retrieval result much closer to human cognition. In the literature, the methods of IR learning can be summarized in two lines: supervised learning and reinforcement learning. Both learning methods require to collect user behavior after each query iteration. In supervised learning, the logs of user behavior in each iteration can be considered as labeled data in order to get the optimized parameters of the algorithm. The supervised learning framework needs to be trained by using labeled data initially before the system operation. In reinforcement learning, the framework keeps learning through user behavior in each iteration. The learning outcome from the model can contribute to retrieval performance improvement in the subsequent iterations. Both of them target to extract knowledge from user behavior for fine-tuning the system. However, an image retrieval system where user behavior information is involved still suffers from the following issues: (1) System fine-tuning in each iteration is based on user behavior from a single user in each query without considering the correlation of the behaviors of multiple users in performing similar queries. In fact, users would have similar behaviors when they have similar expectations during queries in using the IR system. (2) The image retrieval system is used by multiple users, the type and ordering of image queries are
unpredictable. How to identify similar queries from different user behavior and assign correct label code to the selected images instantly in each iteration become a challenge.

To this end, an interactive image retrieval framework with Similar Behavior Learning (SBL) model is proposed. The query process of the proposed framework consists of two stages: In the first stage, the framework generates preliminary query based on the image sample provided by user and the learning result from SBL model. In the second stage, final query is retrieved based on the image selection in preliminary query. User is required to select images from preliminary query result for collecting the information of user behavior. The information is used to retrieve the final query result. Simultaneously, the SBL model determines the similarity of the current query with previous queries according to the user behavior in preliminary query stage. The learning outcome of SBL mode is represented as label code and recorded in database. As aforementioned, users would have similar behaviors when they have similar expectations. If user behavior is detected similar to a previous user behavior record, the selection of the images in the current iteration is considered as the same concept with the selected image in the previous record. The same label code is assigned to the selected images. With continuous learning from different users by SBL model, the images in dataset are annotated with proper label code for future usage.

The contributions of the proposed framework include: (1) User behavior information by multiple users are considered. The proposed SBL model can annotate the images which are select in the query by determining the similarity of user behavior in each iteration instantly. (2) The information of user behavior is presented as a label code and annotate the selected images in every iteration. Based on the annotated images which are learned by SBL model cumulatively in each iteration, the performance of retrieval results keeps improving. Also, the annotated images can help to improve the retrieval process more efficient.

2 Related Work

The proposed IR system collects the information from the aspect of the objective and subjective way for retrieving the expected images. The content-based [12,9] information is considered as objective information which can be extracted from any images. Content-based information usually is visual information that can be extracted from images itself, like their shape, color or texture [23,10]. Consistent content can be extracted from the same image if the same feature extraction methods are used. However, there is a semantic gap issue [2,16] that the content-based information may not match with human cognition. For example, a red apple and a red car may be considered as similar images because they have similar color information. To overcome the limitation, researches [21,19] used hybrid-based methods for combining context-based [5,11,3] and content-based information to retrieve their expected images.

Besides the content-based information, user behavior can be considered as objective information that is much closer to human cognition. To fully utilize the information from user behavior, some researches have already applied the user behavior with supervised learning method. In the research [20], the correlation between interaction signal and user examination analysis is conducted in Web image search. They proposed a grid-
based user browsing model (GUBM) which is inspired by analyzing commercial search logs. The model can capture user behaviors like cursor hovering and alleviate position bias during the interaction. The model can estimate images of topical relevance level and image quality. In the research [1], user behavior data has been utilized, like click-through features, browsing features, query-text features and the human judges with a six-point scale ranging, which is saved as logs file from search engine. The logs file need to prepare for analyzing in order to optimize the ranking function.

Reinforcement learning (RL) [15,6,14] is one of research areas in machine learning. Comparing with supervised learning, RL does not require prepared label data for initial training, the performance of the framework with RL keeps changing sequentially through continuously learning. The typical example is Q-learning [18], the system generates Q-Table that records all the states of each iteration, give an award for the positive statues and penalty for the negative status. After a certain number of iterations, the system can learn a perfect Q-Table what is the best way to achieve the expected result. In the research [13], they have applied a weighted trace transform to solve the problems of IR. Through the techniques of reinforcement learning, the parameters in the algorithm keep fine-tuning in order to improve the performance. In the research [4], they have provided interactive interface allows users to select relevant images to direct the exploration of the image space during the query. Users are able to explore the images by scoring them which are currently on display. In the research [22], they mainly focus on integrating relevance feedback techniques by using reinforcement learning. The retrieval system does a relevance learning based on the previous query. The learning scheme keeps going to the next iteration as long-term learning.

3 The Proposed Approach

In this paper, we propose a two-steps interactive image retrieval framework with SBL model. In the proposed SBL model, the information of user behavior not only benefits the current iteration but also the following iterations as long-term learning. Meanwhile, the proposed framework design can encourage the users to provide valuable feedback which is the user behavior for bringing positive impact in the learning. The proposed SBL model is applied to interactive IR as an example for illustrating. The framework can be divided into two parts: two-step interactive image retrieval framework and SBL model.

3.1 Two-Step Interactive Image Retrieval System

The query process of interactive image retrieval consists of two steps, preliminary query and final query. Let \( q \) be the expected image sample that is provided by user. Images are described by the 109-dimension feature vector which is used in the paper [7] as subjective information. The 109-dimension feature vector \( f(q) \) is extracted from the provided image sample and \( f^n(q) \) be the elements in this feature vector is presented. \( x_j \) represents the images in dataset, \( f(x_j) \) be 109-dimension feature vector of dataset image and its elements of feature vector \( f^n(x_j) \). The distance of images based on Euclidean distance by equation 1.
In the proposed framework, user is able to select similar expected images from the preliminary query result. Not all similar expected images are required to be selected. The number of image selection in the preliminary query result only affects the learning rate, the speed of image annotation in the dataset. The selection in the preliminary query result is defined as user behavior in this paper. The basic procedure of the proposed framework is shown in figure 1.

At the left of the figure 1, user provides an image sample for the query. The feature vector of the image sample is extracted. The framework calculated the distance between the image sample and the images in the dataset. The similar images are shown in the result of preliminary query. User can select their expected images from the result of preliminary query. Then the selected images are considered as new image samples input and retrieve again. The more image samples are provided to the framework, the more accurate result is shown in final query result. Meanwhile, the SBL model can utilize the information of user behavior for long-term learning in order to improve the following iterations. The proposed two-step interactive image retrieval framework encourages user to provide more information in order to improve the retrieval accuracy of the result in
the current iteration. Furthermore, it also provides fine-tuned preliminary query result in the next iteration based on the user behavior from previous iterations after learning from SBL model.

3.2 Similar Behavior Learning (SBL) Model

In this framework, the SBL model is integrated into the query process, as shown in figure 1. The learning is started to process after the user behavior is collected in the preliminary query of each iteration as an input. Let \( s_p \) be the selected images \( P \) in preliminary query result. When the number of iterations = 1, all images in preliminary query result are based on the similarity between \( q \) and \( X \) by equation 1. All selected images from preliminary query result \( S \) are assigned label code \( l_p = 1 \) and calculate represented feature vector save as \( mf(l_p) \) by equation 2 for initialization.

\[
mf^n(l_p) = \frac{1}{P} \sum_{p=1}^{P} f^n(s_p)
\]  

When the number of iterations > 1, the images in the preliminary query result come from \( imageset_A \) and \( imageset_B \). \( imageset_A \) contains the images which is similar to \( q \) by measuring distance with equation 1. \( imageset_B \) contains the images which have proper label code \( l \). Proper \( l \) means that the represented feature vector \( mf(l) \) with corresponding label code have highest similarity from \( q \), it shows as equation 3.

\[
l = \arg \max_{l_p} D(q, mf(l_p))
\]  

According to the user behavior in preliminary query result, there are two cases. In figure 2, the images marked as ”A” come from \( imageset_A \) and ”B” come from \( imageset_B \). The images with the red rectangle are the selection in the preliminary query result. Let \( G_A \) and \( G_B \) be the number of images selected in \( imageset_A \) and \( imageset_B \) in \( P \) respectively. After the selection in the preliminary query result, the SBL model assigns exiting or new label code to the selected images according to the similarity of user behavior, Case 1 or Case 2. The label code annotation based on user behavior in SBL model is shown as algorithm ??.

The selected images in the preliminary query result are annotated label code according to different cases as follows:

**Case 1 - \((G_A > 0)\):** Only the images in \( imageset_A \) are selected, see the example of case 1 in figure 2. We can consider that the images with proper \( l \) (\( imageset_B \)) which have the highest similarity with query images are not the images that are expected by user. The images assigned label code \( l \) can be determined as non-expected image. As a result, the SBL model determined that the current user behavior is not similar to any past cases. The selected images in preliminary query result in the current stage should be assigned a new label code and saved in the dataset.
Case 2 - \((G_A > 0 \text{ and } G_B > 0)\): The images in both imageset\(_A\) and imageset\(_B\) are selected, see the example of case 2 in figure 2. We can consider that the images in imageset\(_A\) are similar to the images in imageset\(_B\) while SBL model determined that current user behavior is similar with a user behavior case from previous iterations. The selected images should be assigned same \(l\) with imageset\(_B\). The selection of \(l\) is based on the similarity between the query image \(q\) and represented feature vector of each assigned label code \(mf(l_p)\).

![Example Preliminary Query Result of Case 1](image1)

Number of iteration = 3

Concept of Assign New Label Code

![Example Preliminary Query Result of Case 2](image2)
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Concept of Assign Exist Label Code

Fig. 2: In case 1, only the images retrieved with content-based information (marked as A) are selected. SBL model determined that the current user behavior is not similar to previous cases. A new label code is assigned to those selected images. In case 2, images retrieved with content-based information (marked as A) or label code learned by SBL model (marked as B) are both selected. SBL model determined the current user behavior is similar to previous queries. Corresponding label code is assigned to those selected images.

The images of \(l_p\) have been changed, so the represented feature vector \(mf(l_p)\) of the corresponded label code should be updated. The updated process is based on the confidence of the images in the \(l_p\). The confidence of image \(s_p\) with label code \(l_p\) can be represented as \(c(s_p)\). The update of \(mf(l_p)\) is shown in equation 4.

\[
mf^n(l_p) = \frac{1}{\sum c(s_p)} \sum_{p=1}^{P} c(s_p) f^n(s_p) \tag{4}
\]

The confidence \(c\) is the frequency of images selected in the history of user behavior. The number of times is selected with the same label code can be considered as the correctness of the label code assignment. In other words, the images with higher \(c\)
illustrate that their feature vectors can more represent their corresponding \( l_p \) because they are assigned the same label code repeatedly. Hence, more information of images with higher \( c \) should be provided to contribution in represented feature vector calculation of corresponding \( l_p \). In this paper, the number of \( imageset_A \) is defined as double of \( imageset_B \) that it shows in preliminary query result. The ordering of images in \( imageset_A \) and \( imageset_B \) in the preliminary query result is randomly assigned. It can avoid determining Case 1 or Case 2 incorrectly in case of user selects too few images or just select the first few images. Also, if the images in \( imageset_B \) are not be selected, it can provide more evidence to explain that the label code of \( imageset_B \) are not what user expected in the condition of the number of \( imageset_A \) is already double of \( imageset_B \). In this iteration, the selected images in \( imageset_A \) should be assigned a new label code.

In the proposed framework, the changing of learning from the user behavior in each iteration is relatively small. It can avoid overwriting the effects of earlier learning. From equation 4, the \( m f(l_p) \) is determined by \( c(s_p) \) and \( f(s_p) \), so individual error events do not have a fatal impact on the whole learning process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Queries</th>
<th>Query Image ID (Concept)</th>
<th>Selected Images in Preliminary Query Result</th>
<th>Annotated Label Code</th>
<th>Similar Behavior Learning Log</th>
<th>Confidence of Images of Label Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>300 (Bus)</td>
<td>300, 399, 341, 305</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300, 303, 309, 341</td>
<td>1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>344 (Bus)</td>
<td>305, 339, 344, 300</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300, 303, 339, 341, 344</td>
<td>2, 2, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>400 (Dinosaur)</td>
<td>460, 472, 483, 445</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>400, 445, 472, 483</td>
<td>1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>450 (Dinosaur)</td>
<td>472, 493, 434, 400</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>400, 434, 472, 483, 493</td>
<td>2, 1, 2, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>307 (Bus)</td>
<td>352, 341, 318, 300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>400, 434, 472, 483, 493</td>
<td>2, 1, 2, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>550 (Elephant)</td>
<td>588, 586, 644, 529</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>400, 434, 472, 483, 493</td>
<td>2, 1, 2, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>307 (Rome)</td>
<td>306, 311, 231</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>520, 564, 586, 588</td>
<td>1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>600 (Flower)</td>
<td>605, 609, 644, 625</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>520, 564, 586, 588</td>
<td>1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>605 (Flower)</td>
<td>615, 600, 609, 623</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>211, 231, 269</td>
<td>1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>440 (Dinosaur)</td>
<td>436, 483, 400, 499</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>605, 609, 625, 644</td>
<td>1, 1, 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The log of SBL model with different concept images query by different users

4 Experiments

1000 images from Corel dataset [8,17] with 10 concepts [People, Beach, Rome, Bus, Dinosaur, elephant, flower, house, mountain, food] are utilized for testing our framework. The image samples of dataset are shown in figure 3.
Fig. 3: Partial image samples in Corel dataset

Fig. 4: Correctness comparison of 1<sup>st</sup> iteration and 10<sup>th</sup> iteration after learning with SBL model
In this paper, two experiments are conducted to prove the accuracy improvement by using the proposed framework with the SBL model. In the first experiment, the performance of expected image retrieval after learning via the SBL model is focused. 10 images with the same concept provided by users as an input for the experiment. Users select their expected image samples from preliminary query result. Based on the user behavior in the selection of preliminary query result in each iteration, the selected images are assigned label code that can help to improve the performance of expected image retrieval. In the second experiment, we simulate different users to do queries with 10 image samples in 5 concepts. The queries in each iteration whether it is the same concept or different user or not are randomly assigned. So image samples with same concept are not provided continually for simulating a real situation.

5 Evaluation

The average precision are used as evaluation metrics for 2 experiments comparing the improvement of retrieval performance. The equation of average precision is shown in equation 5.

\[
P(g) = \frac{\text{Relevant images in Top}_g}{g}
\]

\[
R(g) = \frac{\text{Relevant images in Top}_g}{\text{Relevant images in dataset}}
\]

\[
AP = \sum P(g) \Delta R(g)
\]

In experiment 1, the retrieval results show great improvement after 10-times iteration from Figure 4. In this experiment, we can see 58% of the images are correctly
retrieved in the top 24 final query result in the 1\textsuperscript{st} iteration. The images which are correctly retrieved in the top 24 increase to 100\% in the 10\textsuperscript{th} iteration. From figure 5, we can see that the average precision of the final query result is increasing through the proposed SBL model in 10-time iteration. We can see that the increase in average precision becomes stable after the 4\textsuperscript{th} iteration.

In experiment 2, table 1 shows the number of iterations, images with the concept provided in each query, the selection of image ID of preliminary query result in each iteration, and Similar Behavior Learning log. In column ”Similar Behavior Learning Log”, it records changing of the image ID with assigned label code $l_p$ and the corresponding confidence value $c(s_p)$ in each iteration. The image ID represents as bold means the data updated in each iteration. From the table, we can see that the selected images with different concepts are annotated different label codes while the image with the same concept is annotated the same label code correctly.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we explored using user behavior from multiple users as additional subjective information for learning for improving the performance of image retrieval. We propose a two-step interactive image retrieval framework with SBL model that has combined the information from the subjective and objective way. Preliminary query step is added to collect valuable information: user behaviors. Based on the user behavior collected in preliminary query stage, the proposed SBL model can identify the similarity of user behavior from previous cases instantly. It annotated new or existed label codes for the selected images as index for next iteration. The database is updated every iteration after the learning process of SBL model. It can benefit the following iterations with faster speed in generate preliminary query result for user selection. With the annotated images which are learned by SBL model, further improvements are consistently observed in the experiments. The framework is general and easy to be adapted, it can be combined with various feature extraction methods or distance measurement methods according to the purpose of the application.

Our future works as follows. There is always a challenge to understand user expectations with limited information. Users can use text, samples, sketch or hybrid methods to express their expectations of retrieval results. The way to collect expectations can be various. In the future, we will explore various descriptors to express images, such as shape, color and texture. We can assign label code to each descriptor for image annotation in detail. With the annotated label at the descriptor level, we can construct a more flexible and accurate query for fulfilling users’ expectations.
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